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LOOKING TOWARDS THE 

FUTURE 

Written by Skovy 

Where oh where has the 
“RUMBLER” been. Hibernation? 
Who knows? All I know is … IT’S 
BACK! Thank you so much for the 
months of outpouring for the 
continuation of this magazine. We 
will have fun with for the future. 

So the main question is... “What and 
who are the James Valley Street 

Machines”? 

A great question even though I pose 
it myself. We are an organization of 
enthusiast that loves anything with 
wheels. Our organization wants to... 
and will be involved with anything on 
wheels. 

Boat people... you’re invited also … 
because boats are on “Trailers” 
which encompass wheels. We are 
Hot Rodders, Street Rodders, Low 
Riders, Tuners, Go-Carters, Circle 
Track, Mud Draggers, Drag Racers, 
the list goes on. 

This will be a very organized well 
funded organization. We will be 
involved with other actions, 

communities also. 

Our dues are only $25.00. There is a 
drawing for all members each month 
at the meeting. The drawing is for 
$20.00. Each member gets his/her 
name put in a bucket every month 
whether you’re in attendance to the 
meeting or not. If you are at the 
monthly meeting another name card 
will be put in the bucket. At the end 

of the meeting we’ll draw a name. If 
you are in attendance you will 
receive $20.00. How’s that? There is 
a good possibility that you could 
belong to our organization and 
actually make money. 

Also, we are purchasing a David 
Snyder numbered print. 

 

At our Awards Banquet at the end of 
the year, we will also draw for that 
print, along with other prizes. 

The next meeting will be April 17, 
2012 at the Quality Inn 7:00. See you 
at the next meeting! 
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2012 Camaro COPO  
Thechevroletcamaro.com 
 

 
 

Chevrolet officially announced that 
the 2012 Chevrolet COPO Camaro is 
no longer a concept. Chevrolet said 
that they will be building 69 COPO 
Camaros this year. COPO (Central 
Office Production Order) was 
Chevy’s high performance systems 
used in 1960s to build high 
performance models. The new model 
is strictly a drag-racing car designed 
to compete with the quickest in the 
NHRA’s Stock Eliminator and Super 
Stock classes. The new COPO 
Camaro will be in direct competition 
with the Ford Mustang Cobra Jet and 
the Dodge Challenger Drag Pak. 

 

The 2012 COPO Camaro will be 
offered with three engines, an LS7-
based naturally aspirated 427 (7.0-L) 
V8, a LSX-based 327 (5.3L) V-8 
featuring a 2.9L supercharger, and a 
LSX-based 327 (5.3L) V-8 featuring 
a 4.0L supercharger. It said the new 
model is “expected to be the quickest 
Camaro ever offered by Chevrolet.” 
The car is fitted with lightweight 
racing wheels, a pair of racing seats, 
solid rear axle, Chevrolet 
performance gauges and a 
competition floor shifter. The new 
model is available in different colors 
which include Flat Black, Summit 
White, Victory Red, Silver Ice 

Metallic and Ashen Gray Metallic. 

“The COPO Camaro is going to 
shake up the sportsman drag racing 
ranks this summer and give Chevy 
fans a great new reason to cheer on 
the Bowtie,” said Jim Campbell, GM 
U.S. vice president of Performance 
Vehicles & Motorsports. “COPO 
builds off the strengths that have 
made the Camaro the best-selling 
sports car in America. And while it 
was developed strictly for the drag 
strip, the COPO Camaro is infused 
with the same performance pedigree 
that every Camaro shares.” The 
buyers can choose to build their own 
engines just like with Chevy’s 
Corvette Engine Build Experience 
and Build Your Own Crate Engine 
Programs. The price of this new 

model starts at $89,000. 

 

 

 

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY: 

1967 AMC Marlin 

Story and photos by Brian Earnest 

 

American Motors Corp. was clearly 
looking for bigger oceans to swim in 
back in 1965 when the company 
unveiled its mid-size Marlin hardtop 
coupe. At the time, the company had 
rarely strayed from its blueprint for 
small, practical, inexpensive — and 
some would say boring — compact 
cars. 

For three years, the Marlin lived as a 
curvy, handsome hybrid — a cross 
between a family car and the sports 
and muscle cars of the era. It was 
impossible not to compare it to the 
Charger. Both cars had the calling 
card fastback roofline. Where the 
Charger quickly became associated 
with performance and muscle, 
however, the Marlin never truly found 
its own identity. It was a little bit of 
everything, but maybe not distinct 
enough to make a serious statement 
of its own. 

In the end, only 17,419 Marlins rolled 
off the assembly line of the AMC 
plant in Kenosha, Wis., including just 
2,545 of the 1967 versions. 
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Keith Olson knew about such a car 
during his younger days, and one 
phone call was all it took to find it and 
eventually buy it. “I found this in a 
barn, with the original paint on it,” 
recalled Olson, a native of Shiocton, 
Wis., “I had known the guy who 
owned this car way back when it was 
his wife’s daily driver. Then 20 years 
later, I saw one of these cars in a 
magazine and I called up the guy 
and asked him if he still had it, and 
he said ‘Yeah, I threw it in the back 
of the barn.’ 

“It just sat there. Keys were still in it. 
It just became an old car and they 
parked it and kind of just left it.” 

 

 

Given the car’s low production 
numbers, Olson will never have too 
many other Marlin owners to rub 
elbows with. A little digging revealed 
that his car is a rarer than most 
Marlins. Actually, it’s the only one of 
its kind. “Only 33 of them came with 
a four-speed and mine is the only 
one with a small-block 290 and a 
four-speed ever made? I did know it 
was one of the 33, the previous 
owner told me that. Then I got a hold 
of the [AMC Owners Club] and I 
talked to the president, and he 
remembered this car being bought in 
Wisconsin Rapids [Wis.] and he said 
‘You do have the only car with that 
little motor in it.’” 

 

Olson’s car hadn’t left the barn for 
many years when he extricated it. It 
was in surprisingly good shape, and 
with a little coaxing it even ran. “It sat 
for, I bet 15, 18 years,” Olson said. 
“All the tires were flat, the brakes 
were shot. You could put your foot to 
the floor. 

“But it wasn’t seized up. We got 
some new fuel in there and pumped 
like heck and it fired up. It started up 
and ran and I drove it around for 
about a year before I did anything to 
it.” 

Eventually, the car got some new 
seat upholstery, new Barbados Blue 
paint and an engine rebuild, but it is 
otherwise largely original. Finding the 
pseudo-paisley seat fabric turned out 
to be one of the biggest challenges 
for Olson. The original material 
needed to be replaced, but finding 
authentic fabric for a replacement 
was almost impossible. “I bought the 
last bolt … at a place in Portland, 
Oregon,” he said. “They had the last 
bolt of this color, and when it came 
in, it was all dusty. 

“There’s no rust on the car. It’s got 
the original undercoating on it. I 
literally worked on this car every day 
for a year. I did something to it every 
single day for a year. That was my 
goal, and it all came together. It’s 
probably been 10 years [since it was 
finished].” 

The new Marlin bowed in 1965 and 
emphasized roominess and comfort. 
It rode on the mid-size Rambler 
Classic chassis with a 112-inch 
wheelbase. The Marlins were based 
on the fastback 1964 Tarpon show 
car. Previously, AMC had been 
content specializing in smaller cars, 

but with a change of leadership — 
Roy Abernathy took over as 
president of AMC — the company 
decided to challenge the Big Three 
with bigger, sportier and more-
powerful offerings. 

 

 

For 1967, the Marlin was bigger and 
smoother looking, and the wheelbase 
grew by half a foot to 118 inches — 
sharing the same platform as the 
Ambassador. The hood was longer, 
the rear fenders featured a “Coke-
bottle” profile and the lines of the 
Marlin were very Charger-like. 

 

There were smoother body sides, a 
new rectangular gas filler door and 
Rally lights incorporated into the 
grille. Side marker lights could be 
seen on the trailing edge of the rear 
fenders, just ahead of the 
wraparound rear bumper ends. A full-
length lower body molding followed 
the pattern seen on Rebels, arching 
over both wheel housings. The round 
medallion was removed from the 
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trunk lid for 1967. The forward edges 
of the front fenders were decorated 
by V-shaped badges. 

 

 

The cars came with one of three 
base engines: a 199-cid six-cylinder 
rated at 128 hp; 232-cid six-cylinder 
rated at 145 hp; and a 287.2-cid V-8 
— called a 290 by AMC — rated at 
200 hp. Buyers who wanted a faster 
fish could upgrade to a four-barrel 
290 rated at 225, or a 343-cid V-8 
rated at 235 hp for the two-barrel or 
280 hp for with a four-barrel. 

A three-speed manual transmission 
was the base offering. Adding 
overdrive was a $115 upgrade on the 
Marlin. 

 

Bench seats were standard, and you 
had to pony up about $280 extra if 

you wanted buckets and a center 
console. “Mine has airliner reclining 
seats. It had the center console, 
which is an option. The four-speed is 
definitely an option,” Olson noted. “It 
has an AM radio. It doesn’t have 
power steering, doesn’t have power 
brakes. It’s a base car. My personal 
belief is somebody ordered it with a 
four-speed and little engine for fuel 
economy.” 

Other noteworthy Marlin options 
included Adjust-O-Tilt steering, 
cruise control, 8-track stereo, air 
conditioning, electric clock, 
tachometer and vinyl upholstery, 

which was actually a $15 up charge. 

 

The base factory price for the six-
cylinder Marlin was $2,668. The 290 
V-8 was about 100 bucks more. 

Along with its sloping rear profile, 
perhaps the Marlin’s most distinctive 
feature was its tiny trunk lid. The 
curved deck lid was squeezed 
between the two large tail light 
assemblies and below the huge rear 
window, leaving plenty of room inside 
for cargo, just not much of an 
opening to get at anything. “The 
trunk lid is designed to get the spare 
tire out, and you can barely get it out, 
but the trunk goes all the way to the 
back seat. You can lie in there,” 
Olson said with a laugh. “But the way 
they designed the trunk lid, you can 
barely get the spare out.” 

For all its sporty styling cues and 
sleek silhouette, the Marlin has 
manners more reminiscent of a big 
’60s cruiser than a performance car. 
Measuring more than 201 inches 
from tip to tip and squashing the 
scales at more than 3,300 lbs., it’s no 

obstacle course champ. “It’s a cushy 
ride. A big, soft cushy ride, like an old 
Buick would be,” Olson said. “It 
doesn’t handle very well around 
corners. It’s got sway bars, but it 
likes to lean. But when you’re going 
down the highway, it’s one of those 
floaters. 

“It’s very, very smooth, and very 
comfortable. That’s what they were 
trying to do — do the sports car with 
luxury, for the family … and it didn’t 
work!” 

Olson let one of his Marlin’s two 
previous owners revisit the Marlins’ 
plush ride a while back. He said it 
was a fun experience for both current 
and past owner. “The lady who 
owned it and drove her kids around 
in it, I let her drive it a couple years 
ago and she was just in awe,” Olson 
said. “It was her daily driver. It just 
brought back memories of the little 
kids in the back seat and taking 
everybody to the grocery store. She 
thought that was pretty neat.” 

 

 

At this point, Olson can’t envision a 
fourth owner getting his barn-find 
Marlin. He’s even hanging onto 
another 1967 Marlin as a parts car, 
just in case he needs some back-up. 

“This one’s going to be a keeper,” he 
said. “It’s rare. It’s the last year they 
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made them. With the stick shift, it’s 
fun to drive. It’s not necessarily fast 
with that little 290 engine in there, but 
it’s just fun. “I’m keeping this one. It’s 
just one of those cars.” 

 

Buying Your Dream 
Muscle Car 

By Malcolm Zack 

 

So you have decided that you want a 
hobby and have always loved old 
cars.  The garage is open; the space 
inside is cleaned up and is ready to 
be filled with one of Detroit’s 
meanest machines - a 60’s muscle 
car…where do I start?  Start by 
asking yourself a few key questions. 
The first step in buying a muscle car 
is to narrow down your search.   
 
 

 
 
 
What is my budget?  Establish the 
amount of money you want to spend 
as a starting point.  This amount 
might (and probably will) change 
once the official search begins.  Look 
in your local classic car directory to 
get an idea of the muscle car market 
value in your area.   

 
What state will the car be in?  
Considering that an unrestored or 
semi restored car will cost you less 
money up front however, there will 
be an investment required once you 
have purchased the car and then 
decide to put it on the road.  It is 
usually better to purchase the most 
you can upfront; restoration parts can 
be expensive.   
 
Can I do the work myself or will I pay 
someone to work on my car?  One of 
the most appealing aspects of 
muscle cars is the beautiful simplicity 
of these vehicles.  If you have the 
ability, and have the proper tools and 
space, restoring a muscle car in a 
two-car garage is possible.  
Restoring a muscle car is one of the 
most rewarding aspects of the 
hobby.  If you are not planning on 
restoring the car yourself the cost of 
paying a professional to do the job 
will be expensive. 
 

 
 
Which car/model appeals most to 
me?  Realistically, your budget will 
dictate which models you can afford.  
In recent years the price of original 
big block cars have sky rocketed and 
for most individuals their prices are 
out of reach.  However, if you plan on 
undertaking a frame off restoration 
prior to putting the car on the road 
there may still be a 396 Chevelle 
(most likely not numbers matching) 
looking for a new home.  Every 
individual has some sentimental 
attachment to an automaker whether 
it is GM, Ford, Mopar or AMC.  Pick 
your badge and let the search begin! 
 
Research 
 
Once you have answered the above 
questions it is time to start doing your 
research.  The Internet is a great 
place to spend hours looking up 

details on specific models.  It is very 
important t you spend at least 6 
months (in the beginning) reading up 
on the car that you would like to buy 
and become familiar with the details 
of the vehicle.  It is also a good idea 
to spend some time talking to the 
guys at your local cruise night.  Most 
muscle car owners appreciate 
inquiries about their car and are 
generally more than happy to answer 
any question or give you some free 
advice on what to look for if buying a 
similar car.  In some cases they 
might know someone who has one 
for sale.  If that is the case, it is a 
good idea to follow the lead and go 
look at the car using your new “good” 
friend as a reference.  
 

 
 
Now that you have spent a car 
season worth of research it is time to 
look for a car.  There are many 
directories that list classic cars. 
It is always easier to purchase a car 
locally; however, limiting your search 
to your local area will make it 
challenging to find “the car”.  The 
best way to buy a car is from 
someone you know. Since this is not 
always plausible, the classic car 
directories are your next best 
choice.  Your regional Auto Trader is 
a good place to start.  The cars are 
all local and it will permit you to go 
and see many cars in a short period 
of time. Other directories exist in your 
local newspaper or Internet. I do not 
recommend buying a car off an 
auction website unless you are a 
seasoned automotive buyer.  The 
more cars you see the more you will 
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learn about them and the more 
informed you will become.   
   
Once you find a car that interests you 
contact the seller buy telephone and 
ask a few questions BEFORE you 
venture out to see the car.  Here are 
some key questions that will provide 
you with some important information 
regarding the car: 
 
1) Does the car run and can it be 
operated safely? 
If the car will not run or cannot be 
operated safely the price should be 
reduced considerably 
 
2) Can you give me the 
specifics/specs of the car such as 
engine size, transmission type and 
original options? 
Options such as manual 
transmission, big block, rare model 
designation (SS, RT, HO, and GT) 
will increase the selling price 
considerably. 
 
3) Tell me about the body of the car, 
does it have any body filler? 
 
Body filler is a common repair 
method used to eliminate holes in the 
body of a car caused by excessive 
rust 
 
4) Ask for original documentation bill 
of sale, owner’s manual, build sheet?  
Example Build Sheet from a 1968 
Pontiac Firebird 
 
Fig #1 

 
 
If you are satisfied with the seller’s 
answers to your questions then set 
up a time to see the vehicle.  Make 
sure that you view the vehicle in the 

daytime, preferably a sunny day.  
Proper daylight is a must in order to 
accurately inspect the car.  It is a 
good idea to bring a friend, 
preferably one that knows something 
about muscle cars in order to get a 
second opinion on the vehicle.  It is 
easy to get caught up in the 
excitement of buying your first 
muscle car and forget to completely 
inspect the car.  Most importantly, 
make sure to write down the VIN 
number and run it through a VIN 
decoder.   
 

 
 
The following web link is an excellent 
resource when trying to decode a 
VIN; this website lists most vehicles 
in alphabetical order. 
 
Web based VIN decoders 
 
http://www.vehicleidentificationnumber.co
m 

 

 
 
Start by checking over the exterior; 
make sure that all the panels are 
straight. Inspect the quality of the 
paint job.  Look for obvious flaws 
such as scratches or scuffs.  An 
expert painter will look for the level of 
orange peel in the paint.  Orange 
peel is micro waviness in the paint 
that causes the reflection to 
shimmer. This paint flaw resides in 
the clear coat and can be corrected 
(normally) through water sanding. 
Orange peel is common to vehicles 
painted in the 60’s when the OEM’s 
were using lacquer rather than the 

current base coat clear coat paint 
technology.  Take note of the areas 
where the individual body panels 
intersect.  Look for poor flushness or 
excessive gaping between the body 
panels.  It is a well-known fact that 
cars built in Detroit in the 60’s and 
70s were not always assembled 
perfectly, however excessive body 
panel misalignment is a sign of a 
poor restoration.  Walk around the 
car using a small magnet to look for 
any body filler repairs. Using a 
magnet allows you to determine if 
material behind the paint is in fact 
metallic and not body filler.  Often the 
seller will say that the car is body 
filler free, what he means is, that’s 
what the previous owner told him.  
However, you might surprise him 
with your magnet checks, pointing 
out areas of body filler repair to him. 
 

  
 
Next, check under the vehicle.  Since 
a vehicle hoist is not always 
available, have the seller raise the 
vehicle safely on 4 stable axle 
stands.  Once the car is on the 
stands, review the under carriage of 
the vehicle for rust holes in the floor 
pans and the trunk.  Look over the 
frame for any signs of holes or 
welded patches; look at the frame 
soft bushings.  These bushings will 
give you a good indication if the car 
has been restored or if the vehicle 
still retains the factory bushings that 
by now are most likely hard and 
brittle.  While, you are under the car 
look under the engine compartment 
and look for leaks on the engine or 
transmission.    Next, check under 
the hood, I look for engine enamel 
over spray.  This is a sign that the 
car may have had a quick touch up 
job done minutes before you arrive, 
the smell of fresh engine enamel is 

http://www.vehicleidentificationnumber.com/
http://www.vehicleidentificationnumber.com/
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always a dead give away!   Look for 
originality, rust is not always a bad 
thing, holes due to excessive rust is 
a problem. Look the engine over for 
any sign of gasket (or other) leaks.  
Leaks are recognized by moisture 
under the area of the leak.  If leaks 
are present ask the seller if he was 
aware of the leak and ask him how 
long he has known about it.  If he 
says he’s known about for a while, 
ask why he hasn’t fixed it! If the 
motor was rebuilt ask for 
documentation regarding the rebuild.  
Any reputable engine builder will 
provide his customer(s) with detailed 
documentation outlining what was 
exactly done to the engine, including 
part numbers of the components 
used in the rebuild.  It is also a good 
idea to get a closer look at the 
various casting numbers in order to 
positively identify the drivetrain.  Let’s 
take a Pontiac 455 (Fig #2) for 
example, first look for the cylinder 
head casting numbers (Ref. -A-) 
located on the center exhaust 
manifold.  Next the engine block 
casting numbers (Ref. –B-) located 
on the front of the block beside the 
water pump. Finally, the date stamp 
located beside the ignition hole on 
the back of the engine.  Casting 
numbers locations vary from OEM to 
OEM, obtain a reliable source that 
indicates where the casting numbers 
are located for the engine you will be 
looking at.  Make sure that the 
engine block and cylinder heads are 
correct for the year and make of the 
car, or at least brand correct.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 Pontiac 455 Casting Numbers 
Locations 
Fig #2 

 

  Next look for a body tag (Ref. -A-), 
the tag on a 1968 Pontiac Firebird for 
example is located on the firewall in 
front of the driver near the brake 
master cylinder.  Body tag decoders 
are available either on the Internet or 
in model specific restoration books.   

 

If you are satisfied with the VIN, body 
tag and casting numbers, it is now 
time to look for performance 
upgrades.  Remove the air cleaner 
and identify the make and size of the 
carburetor. The VIN usually has a 
number to indicate whether the car 
was originally equipped with a 2 or 4 
barrel carburetor.   The next step is 
to ask the seller if the engine has 
retained the original camshaft.  A 
good way to determine if the 
camshaft is stock is to have the seller 
start the car and listen for excessive 
idle lop.  Now that the car is started it 
is good practice to do a vacuum test 
on the engine.  Century Performance 
Center has a great Vacuum Tuning 
website that details how to perform 
an accurate vacuum test and defines 
the most common engine vacuum 
scenarios  
 
Vacuum tuning web page 
 
http://www.centuryperformance.com/vacu
um.asp 

If you are satisfied with the vacuum 
test continue and perform the more 
involved cylinder compression test.  

Make sure that you unplug the coil 
prior to turning over the engine.  
Once you have checked all the 
cylinders look for no more than a 5% 
- 8% difference between the 
cylinders.   
 

 
 
Once satisfied with your results it’s 
time for the all telling TEST DRIVE!  
Insist that YOU drive the car; the 
seller may be able to mask a lot of 
the car’s problems by driving it in 
such a way to hide its flaws. Once in 
the car, if you detect the smell of 
dead animals in the interior or trunk it 
indicates that the car has been sitting 
for a long time.  Furthermore, the 
smell of dead animals is virtually 
impossible to clean out of the interior 
of a car.  You must completely 
remove the interior components, 
hose down the body and replace 
them with new ones.  Next, get 
behind the wheel and take it for a 
good ride.  Make sure that you drive 
it in all types of driving conditions, 
such as hard acceleration, highway 
conditions, cornering and “light to 
light” driving.  Now don’t give the 
seller a heart attack…. but make 
sure to put the car through its paces.  
Keep an eye on the instrument panel 
to make sure all gauges are working. 
Check that all the accessories are 
working on the car (power windows, 
locks, radio, etc.)  Once the car is 
warmed up bring the car to a 
complete stop, put the car in neutral 
and “Blip” the throttle to see how the 
engine reacts. If the engine stumbles 
and/or backfires it’s an indication that 
the engine is either out of tune or 
perhaps poorly maintained. Make 
sure you take a couple of moderate 
speed corners and listen for 
suspension of frame bushing noises, 
the car will creek if the bushings are 
brittle. Look for any strange odors 
that may be coming from the car, 
specifically the smell of burnt oil or 
coolant.  Finally, stop the car and 

http://www.centuryperformance.com/vacuum.asp
http://www.centuryperformance.com/vacuum.asp
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accelerate in a straight line and then 
brake to a complete stop.  Here you 
are looking to see if the car launches 
and brakes in a straight line. If the 
car does not perform in a straight line 
in either of these conditions it’s a 
sign that the car has either chassis, 
rear end, or brake problems.  Finish 
the test drive by stopping the car and 
performing a 360° walk around while 
the vehicle is still running.  Listen to 
see that the engine is not pinging 
and that the car maintains a 
consistent idle.   
 

 
 
After completing a thorough review of 
the car ask the seller if the car comes 
with any spare parts (a value added 
question). It is now time to decide if 
you are going to make an offer or if 
you are going to walk away.  If you 
have taken written notes, it is a good 
time to review the items that you are 
concerned about with your friend.  
Once you have made a decision 
about the car it is now time to speak 
honestly with the seller.  Review your 
notes with the seller; ask him if he 
would be willing to correct any of the 
items you believe need attention.  If 
you are still not satisfied, you are left 
with 2 choices, offer the seller a fair 
price for the car in its current state or 
thank the seller for his time and 
continue searching for your dream 
muscle car elsewhere.  
 
 List of muscle cars that are “still” 
reasonably priced 
 
 1967 –1969 First Generation 
Pontiac Firebird 
Early 70s Small Block Pontiac 
Firebird 
1967 –1969 Small Block First 
Generation Camaro 
70’s Small Block Camaro 
60’s –70’s Small Block Ford 

Mustangs 
60’s – 70’s Chevy El Camino 
68 – 70’s Small Block “Non SS” 
Chevy Chevelle 
60’s – 70’s Chevy Nova/Pontiac 
Acadian 
60’s – 70’s Pontiac Beaumont 
68 – 70’s Olds Cutlass “None 442” 
60’s – 70’s Dodge Dart 

 

Sneak Peek:          
2015 Ford Mustang 
 
The new global Mustang will be 
lighter, faster, and more economical, 
but say good-bye to retro! 
 
From the December, 2011 issue of 
Popular Hot Rodding by Sam Haymart  
 |

The Ford Mustang has been a part of 
our automotive fabric for so long that 
it’s hard to imagine a world without it. 
It’s become an iconic part of the 
muscle car realm with several 
generations of metal favored by 
several generations of fans. There 
were low points in its lineage, such 
as in the ’70s and early ’80s, and 
there have been many high 

watermarks, such as today.  
 

 
 
There’s no doubt among Ford 
enthusiasts that the current Mustang 
is arguably the best of the breed in 
terms of quality, handling, and 
technical savvy, and you have a 
world-class engine lineup, the 
highest efficiency, and one of the 
best chassis to ever underpin the 
Mustang. 
 
The current breed also has its 
downsides, as it’s the most 
expensive and heaviest Mustang 
ever. And it’s no longer the entry-
level bargain basement car that once 
appealed to the masses back in the 
’60s. It has become more up market; 
more equipped, and has a price point 
closer to some European 
performance coupes. 
 
In looking to redesign the next-
generation pony car, many 
converging forces have the 2015 
Mustang facing a major crossroads. 
It’s racing quickly toward a swiftly 
rolling freight train of high gas prices, 
skyrocketing new government fuel 
mileage regulations, and a much 
more challenging global marketplace. 
Today it has a new Chevy Camaro to 
win against, new V-8 muscle cars 
coming from Korea to fend off, and 
now meets the Japanese sports cars 
face to face. 
 

 
 
The Mustang is being redesigned at 
this moment, and is facing just as 
drastic a headwind as it did when 
Ford changed the game with the 
Mustang II in 1974. Let that sink in 
for a moment as you are told that the 
next-generation Mustang is being 

http://www.popularhotrodding.com/features/1112phr_sneak_peek_2015_ford_mustang/photo_01.html
http://www.popularhotrodding.com/features/1112phr_sneak_peek_2015_ford_mustang/photo_01.html
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loosely termed the Mustang III within 
the halls of Dearborn, Michigan. 
 
While that may send shivers down 
the spines of some, the good news is 
that today we have the technology. 
Best of all, the performance-minded 
gear heads in Dearborn have the will 
to meet tomorrow’s new regulations 
and market forces without turning the 
current stallion into a wheezing little 
gelding as was the case with the 
Mustang II. 
 
What must be reckoned with is that 
today’s Mustang is heavier and 
larger than it’s ever been. The 2012 
Mustang weighs about 100 pounds 
more and is virtually identical in size 
to the big-body ’73 Mustang once 
widely considered to be a fat pig. The 
next-generation Mustang will need to 
shed some weight, lose some girth, 
and get a lot more efficient for a 
great many reasons. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

CLASSIC CAR 

SUMMARY: 1974 Dodge 

‘Hang 10′ Dart 

Story and photos by Brian Earnest 

Marla Yoho is about 35 years and a 
half a continent removed from the 
1970s California surf scene. Actually, 
the Brainerd, Minn., resident grew up 
in the Midwest and was never much 
of a beach bum to begin with. 
 

 
 
But Yoho has apparently always 
been attracted to that groovy SoCal 
vibe — at least when she’s been 
behind the wheel of her delightfully 
wacky 1975 Dodge “Hang 10” Dart. 
Never heard of a “Hang 10” Dart, 
Hodaddy? Don’t feel bad, they were 
scarce back in 1974 and ’75 when 
they were coming off the Dodge 
assembly line, and they’re really hard 
to spot today. “There were only 700-
some of them made in ’74 and the 
first half of ’75,” said Yoho. “Nobody 
realizes this is a factory edition. 
Everybody just assumes we did all of 
this ourselves and just decided to 
make a surfer car. And that’s not the 
case at all. It’s a factory-original car, 
and they we just trying to get some of 
that younger market. 
 
“They got me! I was young then, but 
I’m not now!” 

 

 

Yoho is almost certainly one of the 
few who have owned more than one 
of the special edition Darts. Her first 
Hang 10 was her daily transportation 

years ago, and she remembered it so 
fondly she wound up getting a 
second one as a hobby car — a 
surprise Christmas gift from her 
husband Trevor — six years ago. 
 

 
 
“I had a ’74 with the big eight [-
cylinder]. It was originally a 
Wisconsin car,” Yoho recalled. 
“There was a deputy sheriff that 
owned the car and I had bought it at 
a dealership in Duluth in about ’77, 
and I had it from ’77 until about ’80.” 
Yoho eventually found another Hang 
10 Dart for sale on eBay and asked 
Trevor to bid on it while she was 
gone. “I had to go to a wedding and I 
told him to bid on it for me,” she said. 
“Well, he didn’t bid, because he still 
didn’t know what I was talking about. 
Well, he felt so bad when I showed 
him what we missed out on … So he 
found this car at a place in 
Clearwater, Fla, and he gave it to me 
for a Christmas present. I knew he 
felt really bad he didn’t get that one 
on eBay, but I didn’t know he was 
looking for another one. It was a very 
nice surprise. 
 

 
 
“Of course, I bought him a ’57 T-bird 
when he retired, I helped him restore 
a few, so I earned one!” she added 
with a laugh. 
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The fun-loving Hang 10 Darts were 
designed to put anyone in a good 
mood when they were unveiled at the 
Chicago Auto Show in 1973. The 
cars were available at mid-year in 
1974 and came as a $254 option 
package (A63) for the Dart Sport. 
 
The 1970s had more than its share 
of wild and crazy-looking 
automobiles, and the Hang 10 Dart 
definitely stood out in a crowd. The 
cars were painted all white and given 
a patriotic blue-and-red pinstriping 
decal down the side. “Hang 10” was 
spelled out the in the decal just in 
front of the doors, and at the tail the 
striping morphed into a groovy stick-
figure surfer dude riding some heavy 
waves. The hood had similar red-
and-white surfboard-shaped decaling 
with “Hang 10” spelled out at the 
hose. 
 
The fun continued inside, with a 
blinding red-white-and blue interior 
that included bright vertical cloth 
striping on white vinyl seats and solid 
red carpeting. Even the console was 
red and white. 
 
And if you really did want to take 
your surfboard with you to the beach, 
you were in luck. The Hang 10 Darts 
featured the fold-down “Convertible” 
rear seat arrangement that Dodge 
made available on its Dart Sports. 
The set-up used a rear bench seat 
that folded down flat, and a hinged 
door between the back seat area and 
the trunk. You drive with the rear 
seat up, rear seat down with the 
trunk closed off, or you could open 
things all the way up and have a 
pseudo-station wagon. With the 
seats folded down, a surfboard would 
actually fit — the Yohos prove as 
much with a surfboard they like to 
take to shows. 
 

 

Marla remembers using the extra 
room for more motherly duties. “In 
my other one, when my daughter 
was about 7 years old, we’d travel 
from Duluth to Minneapolis all the 
time and she would play back there 
all the time,” she said. “She’d go 
back there and play with her dolls 
and whatever she wanted to do. Now 
today, I’d be in court on child 
endangerment charges!” 
 
The 225-cid, 95-cid “Slant 6” and a 
318-cid V-8 that produced 145 were 
the two standard engines for the 
Hang 10 cars, although buyers could 
pony up for the 360-cid V-8 with dual 
exhaust if they wanted a little more 
gusto. Overall, the six-cylinder power 
plants were much more popular 
among Dart buyers than the V-8s. 
An extra $178 would get you a 
sunroof on your Dart, and $88 would 
buy a half-vinyl top, which Yoho has 
on her car. “I call it a ‘Landau’ top,” 
she said. Her car also has air 
conditioning. 
 
Yoho’s car has the slant 6 under the 
hood attached to an automatic 
transmission. It also has air 
conditioning. She admits her 
previous car with the 360 was a little 
more fun to drive, “but we did put 
racing headers on here and a new 
manifold, so it really goes a lot faster 
[than it did],” she added. 

 

There appear be no definitive 
production figures for the 1974 and 
’75 Hang 10 Darts, but there appear 
to be less than the cars remaining 

from the 700 or so that were 
originally built. The Hang 10 Registry 
has 56 1974 models and 39 1975 
examples listed. 
 

 
 
“There are probably 200, or 250 still 
out there in various stages,” Yoho 
said. “Not all of them are looking 
original, or course.” 
 
Yoho’s car is, however. She may well 
have one of the nicest remaining 
examples of the rare breed. The 
paint and decaling is in fantastic 
shape, and even the Yohos can’t tell 
if the car has been repainted. “Not 
that we know of,” Marla said. “We 
can’t find signs of it being repainted 
at all. Sometimes you can tell a bad 
paint job and you can see things 
here and there. We can’t find any of 
that on this car, so we don’t know. 
We have not done anything to the 
paint, that’s all we really know. 
 
“Decals, as far as we know they 
haven’t been replaced. The only 
thing we did, decal-wise, is on the 
dash, all the gauges were black-
faced. And I’m old, and the numbers 
stand out a lot better on white, so we 
found a kit that replaced the face of 
the gauges with the white. 
 
“Other than that, everything is just 
the way it was. We had to replace 
the front seat covers. They were a 
little worn, and we had to replace the 
carpeting in front. Other than that, it’s 
the car we bought. Legendary 
Fabrics actually had some of the 
original [seat] fabric, so they were 
able to get the two front seats re-
done. The back seats are still the 
original fabric. You wouldn’t know 
one from another. 
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“The only other thing we did was 
replace the rearview mirror with a 
surfboard.” 

 

The Yohos have 14 cars in all, so 

they don’t take the Dart exclusively 
when they go to shows, but Marla 
drives it as often as she can when 
the weather is nice. The car has 
67,000 miles on it, with about 17,000 
of those coming in the last six years 
since the car moved north to 
Brainerd. A nice chunk of those 
came when Marla piloted the car to 
the Iola Old Car Show in July. “It 
drives very, very well,” she said. “I 
still love to drive it, and we take it to 
some shows and it’s won a few 
prizes, which is nice.” 
 
Marla never really forgave herself for 
letting go of her first colorful Dart, 
and she clearly isn’t in a hurry to 
make the same mistake twice. This 
one, she figures, will be her keeper. 
“I’ve always had seller’s remorse!” 
she laughed. “I’ve always thought 
this was just the cutest car. I just like 
cars that are distinctive. I just think 
they should be different, and that’s 
the fun thing about the ones from the 
late ’60s and early ’70s. They did so 
many fun interiors, and nothing was 
quite the same.” 
 

 

 
NASCAR.COM 

Story by Larry McReynolds 

I am happy for team owner Rick 
Hendrick and crew chief Chad Knaus 
that on final appeal, the point’s 
penalty and suspensions issued 
following an infraction by the Jimmie 
Johnson team at Daytona 
International Speedway were 
rescinded. 
 
Really and truly, when you think 
about those three elements – points, 
money and suspension, even though 
$100,000 is a lot of money to a lot of 
folks, it’s even a lot of money to 
Hendrick Motorsports – the most 
valuable part of the equation is 
having crew chief Chad Knaus and 
Car chief Ron Malec at the racetrack, 
moving right on, straight from Bristol 
now to California this week. Then, 
obviously, we all know the 
importance of points. 
 
Tuesday, in an appeal to National 
Stock Car Racing Chief Appellate 
Officer John Middlebrook, the six-
week suspensions NASCAR had 
issued Knaus and Malec were 
rescinded. So was the 25-point 
owner and driver penalty that had 
been assessed the team. The 
$100,000 fine against Knaus was 
allowed to stand. 
 
You can’t even put a value on points. 
Let’s just say that 25 points stayed in 
place as far as a penalty, and let’s 
just say Jimmie got into a slump 
during the summer months, maybe 

got into a couple of wrecks, maybe 
they lose a couple of engines, and he 
ended up 1th in points after 
Richmond, 15 points out of the top 
10 and a locked-in spot in NASCAR’s 
Chase for the Sprint Cup. How 
valuable would those points be then? 
Honestly, though, I think the way 
Johnson and his team have been 
running, the 25 points was going to 
be a moot point, I really believe that. 
But still, today, you have to count 
them as very valuable, so Hendrick 
Motorsports was able to get 
overturned two of the three elements 
and in my book the two most 
important elements. 
 

 
 
But I am happy for Chad. I’m happy 
for Rick, I said it on race day this 
past week, for some reason, Rick 
Hendrick – unless I’m totally 
forgetting the past to some degree, 
he’s been so vocal and bold and 
confident about this penalty and I 
don’t remember him being that way 
on some of the organization's 
previous rule infractions, some of its 
previous penalties. I don’t remember 
Rick Hendrick even speaking those 
other times, but he’s been very bold, 
very adamant, about his one for 
whatever reason. 
 

 
 
Obviously it must have proven right, 
at least in the eyes of John 
Middleboork, the appellate officer. 
Laying that aside, I’m shocked. I’m 
almost lost for words. When I read on 
my iPhone that the majority of the 
penalties had been rescinded, I 
almost dropped it. I just never 
believed that John Middlebrook, with 
that appeal committee last week 
unanimously upholding NASCAR’s 

http://msn.foxsports.com/nascar/cup/driver/jimmie-johnson/371503
http://msn.foxsports.com/nascar/cup/driver/jimmie-johnson/371503
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penalties, I never believed John 
Middlebrook would have overturned 
two of the three elements. I truly 
believed that what was going to 
happen was that he was going to 
reduce the suspension from maybe 
six to three weeks, six to four weeks, 
I felt like he maybe was going to 
reduce the fine, maybe from 
$100,000 to 75,000 or $100,000 to 
50,000, but I felt like he would not 
touch those points. 
 

 
 
That’s kind of been the history of 
John Middlebrook. I think he’s 
handled three appeals that have 
come his way in the two years he’s 
been in position and he has reduced 
all three of them. Now, the most 
major one would have been Richard 
Childress Racing in the fall of 2010 
with Clint Bowyer at the New 
Hampshire Motor Speedway race, a 
penalty that Middlebrook reduced on 
final appeal. But I’m shocked. 
 
I don’t mean to just keep this box of 
snakes stirring, but if John 
Middlebrook was sitting before me 
and I could look at him and ask him 
one question, my one question would 
be, why still the $100,000 fine? If this 
rule infraction was light enough in 
your eyes to rescind the points, 
rescind the suspension, why the 
fine? What was out of line enough to 
still justify a $100,000 fine? 
 
Middlebrook is a former General 
Motors executive, so obviously some 
are going to ask about his decision in 
light of that relationship. I would be 
asking that same question, but I go 
back to the RCR penalty a year and 
a half ago, and I know for a fact, first-
hand, had dinner with him on many 
occasions with team owner Richard 
Childress and Dale Earnhardt, that 
Richard Childress and John 

Middlebrook were tight, were very 
tight. 
 
When I heard it was John 
Middlebrook that was going to rule 
on Childress’ final appeal of that 
penalty, I went, ‘Oh my gosh, why 
don’t they just get Richard’s brother 
to listen to it?’ Because I knew how 
tight Richard and John were. But I’ve 
got to say, it appeared that had no 
bearing on it, which honestly gives 
me a lot of respect for John 
Middlebrook. I don’t even really 
question that one because of that 
and that’s just my honest opinion. 
 
Now, I am burnt out on talking about 
it and I know Hendrick Motorsports 
is, I know NASCAR is. It’s like, man, 
look, we’ve run four races, we’ve had 
four different winners, we’ve had four 
different manufacturers win, we’ve 
had four different organizations win, 
and we’ve had four different 
polesitters. Man, let’s move on. Let’s 
get to the meat and potatoes of what 
we’re here for and that’s to run races 
every week. 
 
Still, though, if I could look at John 
Middlebrook I’d say, if this penalty is 
not that big of a penalty in your eyes 
– what justifies the $100,000 fine. 
What was out of line? 

 

TOP END DRAGWAYS 
“WHERE SPEED KNOWS 
NO LIMITS” SABIN, MN  

For 2012, Division 5 will be 
continuing the Pit Vehicle registration 
program. All pit vehicles will be 
required to register and get a 
serialized sticker which must be 
displayed on the vehicle. This pass is 
good at any Division 5 track. 

MAY 
12th – Tintmasters Street Legal Day 
19th – 20th Bracket Season Opener 
26th – 27th 1st Annual National Open 
 

JUNE 
9th – 10th Bracket Weekend 
16th Tintmasters Street Legal Day 
23rd – 24th Bracket Weekend (Jr. 
Dragster Challenge) 
 
JULY 
4th – 15th Bracket Weekend 
(Featuring the Midwest Wild Bunch) 
28th – 29th Bracket Weekend 
 
AUGUST 
4th Tintmasters Street Legal Day 
11th – 12th Bracket Weekend (King of 
the Track) 
25th – 26th Bracket Weekend (MN 
State Championship) 
 
SEPTEMBER 
8th – 9th Bracket Weekend 
14th – 16th ET Finals in Topeka KS. 
22nd – 23rd Tintmasters Street Legal 
Day 
29th – 30th Bracket Weekend 
(National Dragster Challenge) 
 
OCTOBER 
6th – 7th Bracket Weekend (Season 
Points Championship) 
13th Tintmasters Street Legal Day 
20th – 21st Bracket Weekend (Big 
Money Race Weekend) 

For a complete schedule for 2011: 
www.topenddragways.com 

 

The speedway was much honored to 
be named the business of the year 
by the Jamestown Chamber of 
Commerce. Thanks to all our staff, 
drivers, fans and sponsors for 
making this special award possible. 

http://www.topenddragways.com/
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We hope to see you at the first race 
of the 2012 racing season on May 
5th, 2012. 

 

 

Buffalo City Karting 

 

 

 

2012 Race Schedule 

04/12 – Early Bird Sign Up. 
05/06 – Test & Tune. 
06/03 – 1st Race. 
06/17 – 2nd Race. 
07/01 – 3rd Race. 
07/13 – Dash for Cash. 
07/22 – 5th Race. 
08/05 – 6th Race. 
08/12 – 7th Race. 
 
 
 
 

LAST SEASON 

 
Kyle Anderson got the "SUPER" 
trophy because he won two classes 
this season and it is his last with 
Karting. Next year he will be racing 
Bombers at the big track. Thank you 
Kyle for your hard work and 
dedication to Karting over the years. 
Congratulations and GOOD LUCK 
next year at the big track. 
 

 
2011 Mediums 

 

 
2011 Lites 

2011 Jr. 2 

 
2011 Jr. 1 

 
2011 Rookies 

Jamestown Drag Racing 
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 The following are the meeting dates 
for the 2012 calendar year. We will 
meet the 3rd Thursday of every 
month. The meetings will be held at 
the Fire hall at 7:00pm, unless 
otherwise noted.  
 
April 19th  
*May 17th  
*June 21st  
July 5th, 12th  
July 19th & 26th will be held on the 
Airport grounds  
July 28th & 29th - RACE DAYS  
 
*PLEASE CHECK BACK TO SITE 
FOR ADDITIONAL DATES THAT 
MIGHT BE ADDED FOR MAY & 
JUNE 

James Valley Off Roaders 

 

 

Car Club Web Sites 

Bridge City Cruisers 
www.bridgecitycruisers.com 

Badlands Drifters Car Club 

www.badlandsdrifters.com  

Buggies-N-Blues Festival 

www.buggies-n-blues.org  

Classtiques Classic Car Club 
www.classtiques.com  

Counts of Cobblestone Car Club 
www.countscarclub.com 

Corvettes of Dakota Territory 
www.cdtnd.com 

Dakota Cruisers Car Club 
www.dakotacruiser.com 

Greater Dakota Classics 

www.greaterdakotaclassics.com 

Manitoba Street Rod Assoc. 

www.msra.mb.ca  

Minnesota Street Rod Assoc. 

www.msra.com 

ND Street Rod Assoc. 
www.ndsra.com 

Pioneer Car Club 
www.pioneercarclub.com 

Prime Steel Car Club 
www.primesteelcarclub.com 

Toppers Car Club 
www.topperscarclub.com  

 

 

SWAP SHOP 

 

James Valley Street Machines 
members advertise for free. Ad runs 
until the item is sold. Contact “Skovy” 
701-202-7067. 

 

 

The “RUMBLER” magazine is a 
collection of stories from various 
magazines, internet sites, and club 
members. Any opinion express or 
implied is not that of the James River 

Street Machines or any of their 
members, but of those whose name is 
associated with the stories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bridgecitycruisers.com/
http://www.cdtnd.com/
http://www.ndsra.com/
http://www.pioneercarclub.com/
http://www.topperscarclub.com/
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